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Today’s faculty features:
Christopher Gladbach, Partner, McDermott Will & Emery, Washington, D.C.
Debra A. Harrison, Partner, McDermott Will & Emery, Washington, D.C.
Joel A. Hugenberger, Partner, McDermott Will & Emery, New York
Philip Tingle, Partner, McDermott Will & Emery, Miami
The audio portion of the conference may be accessed via the telephone or by using your computer's
speakers. Please refer to the instructions emailed to registrants for additional information. If you
have any questions, please contact Customer Service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1.

Tips for Optimal Quality

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet
connection.
If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted.
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com
immediately so we can address the problem.
If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.
Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.

Continuing Education Credits

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar.
A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email
that you will receive immediately following the program.
For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926
ext. 2.

Program Materials

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please
complete the following steps:
•

Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

•

The PDF will open a separate tab/window. Print the slides by clicking on the
printer icon.
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1. Introduction to Build Transfer Agreements (BTAs)
2. Structure and Tax Issues
3. Regulatory Issues
4. BTA – Utility Considerations
5. BTA – Developer Considerations
6. BTA – Project Construction
7. Tax Equity
8. Q&A and Wrap-Up
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INTRODUCTION TO BUILD TRANSFER
AGREEMENTS (BTAs)
1. Why did electric utilities historically just buy electrons from renewables
projects through PPAs? Why did regulated utilities not self-build?
2. What are BTAs? What tax law changes have made monetization of the
tax credits enticing for utilities to acquire renewables projects?
3. How popular are BTAs? Why?
4. What’s the effect of the latest federal legislative proposals?
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PROPOSED ACQUISITION STRUCTURE

STEP 1: IMPLEMENTED PRIOR TO PROJECT COMPLETION
Utility
Parent

Utility
NewCo enters into
Build Transfer
Agreement
NewCo
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PROPOSED ACQUISITION STRUCTURE
STEP 2: PROJECT COMPLETION

Utility Parent

Tax Equity

[99]%
P&L
[X]%
cash

$

$

NewC
o
ProjectCo
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TAX ISSUES
• Normalization considerations
• Related-party considerations
• Contract for difference (“CFD”)
• Regulatory investment limitations
– ITC/PTC qualifications
– PayGo
– Post flip purchase
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REGULATORY ISSUES
• State Regulatory Approval
• FERC
– Section 203 Approval

– Section 205 Approval
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BTA – UTILITY CONSIDERATIONS
•

Timing of execution – typically well in advance of NTP

–

Due diligence – corporate/tax/real estate/environmental

–

Reps/warranties/updated schedules

–

Bring down of reps at critical stages prior to and at closing

•

Conditions precedent – consequences of not achieving

–

PUC/other regulatory approvals (need developer cooperation)

–

Tax-related approvals

–

FERC

–

TE risk

•

Solar vs. Wind

–

Solar – completion obligation and remedies

–

Remedy for post-closing breach

–

Put option?
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BTA – UTILITY CONSIDERATIONS (CONT.)
• Technologies (suppliers/contractors – approval rights, warranties, experience)
• Type and amount of credit support
–

Allowing for hybrid options of PG insufficient

–

Amount varies at different stages of development

• Timing of payments
–

Pre-closing progress payments possible to assist seller’s financing/carry costs

–

Solar

–

MC vs. SC payments to reduce risk

• Delays
–

Buyer-caused/Force Majeure/Change in Law

–

Remedies – LD considerations (includes, but goes beyond, loss of TE)

• Classic M&A considerations (fundamental reps (tax!), liability limitations and caps)
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BTA – DEVELOPER CONSIDERATIONS
•

Timing of ultimate project sales
–
–

Sell at NTP (PSA coupled with EPC)
Sell at COD (or at MC for solar)
 Developer bears the construction and development risks

•

Timing of PUC or other regulatory approvals
–
–

Will approval timing work with overall project timing and tax equity cliffs?
Termination payments

Financing construction or milestone payments
• Utility discretion and approval rights
•

–
–

For financed projects, lenders will be very focused on walk-rights for the utility or matters of buyer discretion
Approval rights are heavily negotiated and can be detailed (ex: approved equipment providers, critical milestone approvals, etc.)

• Solar vs. Wind
–
–
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Will MC sale proceeds be sufficient to take-out construction loan?
Consider risk allocation for bringing the project to COD
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* Certain statistics obtained from Clean Energy
Pipeline.

BTA – PROJECT CONSTRUCTION
• Warranty issues

– Pass-through approach (sponsor as construction manager)
– Sponsor “wrapping” the project or providing “gap” coverage?

 Sponsor should review coverage that contractors are giving and access to that coverage going forward

• Key issues

– Scope changes and change orders (for an EPC structure)
– Delays and cure periods in PSA-type BTA structure

 Given the risk sponsor bears (and dramatic consequences of an uncompleted project) cures for default and
risks associated with unsatisfied CPs need to be carefully evaluated (especially in markets where there is no
merchant alternative)
 Ambiguity and subjectivity in CPs should be limited

– Guaranteed COD dates and delay damages (consider impact of tax credits and “cliffs”)
– Limits of liability and indemnity caps
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TAX EQUITY
How does a BTA with tax equity differ from a traditional tax equity financing?
• Timing of BTA signing and closing vs. tax equity signing and funding
• Tax equity as acquisition financing
– In typical BTA structure where utility acquires at project completion (for wind) or

mechanical, the tax equity contribution serves as a form of acquisition financing of the
purchase price

• Coordination with seller
– Substantial coordination with the seller to obtain buyer’s financing
 Diligence: Tax equity diligence on project is done both at signing of tax equity commitment
and closing
 Documentation: Scope of cooperation should be spelled out upfront
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TAX EQUITY (CONT.)
Typical issues that may come up:
–Scope of project-related reps and warranties
 Utility buyer will seek to have as much back-to-back coverage from seller as possible
 Bring-down of reps required at signing date of tax equity commitment
–Other issues
 BTA will reflect baskets/indemnities/materiality qualifiers/survival periods as are customary in
purchase and sale transactions (but negotiated many months before), while tax equity
documents will reflect TE market on these points
–Additional issues in solar
 Acquiring project at mechanical completion means tax equity is financing 20% of its commitment
at mechanical completion, but utility buyer is reliant on seller or EPC for substantial
completion/placement in service
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QUESTIONS?
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THANK YOU
FOR JOINING.

This material is for general information purposes only and should not be construed as legal advice or any other advice on any specific facts or circumstances.
No one should act or refrain from acting based upon any information herein without seeking professional legal advice. McDermott Will & Emery* (McDermott)
makes no warranties, representations, or claims of any kind concerning the content herein. McDermott and the contributing presenters or authors expressly
disclaim all liability to any person in respect of the consequences of anything done or not done in reliance upon the use of contents included herein.
*For a complete list of McDermott entities visit mwe.com/legalnotices.
©2021 McDermott Will & Emery. All rights reserved. Any use of these materials including reproduction, modification, distribution or republication, without the prior
written consent of McDermott is strictly prohibited. This may be considered attorney advertising. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.
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